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Food
Standards
Agency

Memorandum of Understanding
between the
Food Standards Agency in Northern
Ireland (FSA in NI)
and the
Food Safety Authority of Ireland (FSAI).

The objective of this Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) is to set out areas
of mutual responsibility, shared expertise and shared interest between the
FSA and the FSA! particularly in relation to data sharing, communications,
incident handling, shellfish official controls and public health nutrition.
Signed:
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Maria Jennings

Date:
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Date:
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This Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) sets out the principles for the
working relationship between the Food Standards Agency (the Agency) and
Food Safety Authority of Ireland (the Authority) and principles that the Agency
and the Authority will follow in the course of day-to-day working relationships.
This MoU is underpinned by four protocols which set out In more detail
operational considerations of how the organisations will work together. This
agreement has been drafted to allow the protocols identified within it to be
amended over time to reflect future trends, needs and external drivers of
change.
The principles underpinning this MoU are:
•
•

•

•

Effectiveness: Ensuring that the health and interests of consumers are
protected in all parts of the UK and Ireland.
Mutual respect for obligations: Ensuring that both the Agency and the
Authority are able to discharge their respective responsibilities with
respect to the enforcement of food law as competent authorities.
Reciprocity: Ensuring that arrangements for sharing appropriate and
relevant information and resources are fully reciprocal, unless
otherwise agreed.
Cordiality: Ensuring that officials of the Agency and the Authority at all
levels maintain positive relationships with their counterparts based on
shared aims and mutual understanding of the differing political
environments within which each body operates.
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Roles and Responsibilities

The Food Standards Agency
The Agency is a non-ministerial government department in England, Wales
and Northern Ireland and has close working relationships with Food
Standards Scotland.
The Food Standards Act, 1999 sets out the objective of the Agency as the
Central Competent Authority for food safety, in carrying out its functions to
protect public health from risks which may arise in connection with the
consumption of food, and otherwise to protect the interests of consumers in
relation to food.
The Agency is responsible for devolved matters relating to food safety,
standards, nutrition and dietary health in Northern Ireland. Its responsibilities
include:
•
•
•
•
•

advising Ministers on food safety and standards issues;
developing policy and proposing legislation;
carrying out official controls in classified shellfish production areas;
providing timely and effective responses to food and feed incidents;
setting standards and auditing district councils' food enforcement
activities;
• setting standards and auditing meat hygiene, feeding stuffs, eggs and
milk enforcement by the Department of Agriculture, Environment and
Rural Affairs {DAERA);
• encouraging food producers and caterers to reduce the levels of
saturated fat, salt and calories in food products and
• giving the public advice on diet and nutrition and food safety issues.

The Food Safety Authority of Ireland

The Authority is the Central Competent Authority responsible for the
enforcement of all food legislation in Ireland and was established in 1999
under the Food Safety Authority of Ireland Act, 1998. The principal function of
the Authority is to take all reasonable steps to ensure that food consumed,
produced, distributed or marketed in the State meets the highest standards of
food safety and hygiene reasonably attainable.

D

The Authority's vision of safe and trustworthy food is delivered through its
mission to protect consumers by leading a collaborative food safety
community to continuously raise standards and create a culture of excellence.
This mission is underpinned by
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fwe strategic goals:
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1.
Lead a regulatory culture where everyone is passionate about
achieving the highest standards for food

2.

Use the best scientific knowledge, evidence and expertise to underpin
policy and risk analysis in respect of food safety
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Create an environment where Ireland is a trusted and recognised
leader in food safety and integrity

3.

4.

I1

l.

Develop an organisation with an ethos that is true to our values

r:

5.

Adopt a digital first approach to maximise accessibility, efficiency and
effectiveness.
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Engagement and Liaison

This MoU sets out an agreed framework for co-operation between the Agency
and the Authority. It is not a legally binding agreement or a contract between
the Agency and the Authority, nor is it intended to cover every detailed aspect
of the relationship between the two organisations. Rather, it is a statement of
the principles that will guide working level relations to ensure sufficient
communication and co-ordination to enable each to discharge their respective
responsibilities efficiently and effectively.
In the context of this MoU and the wider context of food safety and public
health protection, the Agency and the Authority agree to establish and
maintain a close relationship based on co-operation and consultation. The
meetings will be hosted and chaired in rotation by the Agency and the
Authority.
At least once a year senior officials from both organisations will meet. This
meeting will include the Chief Executive of the Authority and the Director of
the Agency. Both organisations agree to work collaboratively on horizon
scanning including sharing outputs. strategy development and sharing forward
thinking and planning.
In addition, at least once a year the senior management teams from the
Authority and the Agency will meet. At these meetings the following as a
minimum shall be discussed as standing items on the agenda:
• activities in areas of shared responsibility and mutual cooperation
• review of practical cooperative measures
• review of the content of the MoU
• operation and effectiveness of the MoU
• contact arrangements
• emergency preparedness
• amendments to legislation or standards
Minutes from each meeting shall be prepared, in rotation, and circulated for
agreement. The meeting minutes shall be adopted at the next meeting
convened. Additional meetings covering more specific areas in detail may be
arranged if required.
Details of the mechanisms to ensure food and feed safety and standards,
intelligence, data and information are shared promptly and efficiently are
outlined in the Data Sharing Protocol (Annex A). The Agency and the
Authority agree to follow the guidance set out in the protocol to ensure the

5
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free flow of food and feed 1 data, information, knowledge and intelligence
between the two organlsatfons.
The Authority and the Agency agree to asslst each other and co-operate in
relation to the preparation of any relevant reports or other documentation
being drafted in relation to the remit of this MoU.
Both organisations agree to collaborate with one another to ensure a 'no
surprises approach' to external communications. DetaUs of the agreement in
relation to communications are contained in the Communications Protocol
(Annex B)

Areas of Shared Interest and Future Actions
The Agency and the Authority agree to co-operate and work closely in order
to promote, encourage and foster the establishment and maintenance of high
standards of food safety in the interests of and for the protection of public
health by ensuring that food consumed, distributed, marketed, processed or
produced on the island of Ireland meets the highest standards of food safety
and hygiene.
The Agency and the Authority welcome opportunities for collaboration. When
such opportunities arise, they will work together by sharing information.
intelligence and resources to ensure the statutory responsibilities of both
organisations are fulfilled.

Exiting the EU - The Agency and the Authority will, where appropriate,
engage in relation to issues relating to the UK exiting the EU. This will Include
working together where appropriate to ensure:
•

until the UK leaves the EU, current arrangements for food standards,
safety and official controls, particularly current cross border trade
arrangements, remain in place

•

risks, opportunities and unintended consequences relevant to the
island of Ireland are highlighted
that the substantial impact at ports and potential increase in the
incidents of food fraud are militated against

•
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The Authority does not have responsibility for the enforcement of feed legislation however, where on
issue in the safety of feed arises which (potentially) impacts food safety and thereby consumer health,
the Authority will provide the relevant and appropriate infonnation to resolve the issue.
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Incident Handling and Food Safety Alerts
The Agency and the Authority agree to ensure they have the capability and
capacity to handle food and feed2 incidents and that they will work in
partnership, share resources, as necessary, to ensure a robust response in
Ireland and in the rest of the UK to all food and feed incidents.

0
D

Both bodies agree to ensure that the other is notified, at the earliest possible
opportunity, of the details of an actual or potential food or feed incident which
may affect consumers. They agree to ensure that any associated press
releases or media announcements are shared with the other body in advance
of issue.
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the role of both organisations post the UK's EU exit is considered,
particularly in relation to intelligence sharing systems and Third country
audits.
That the UK and Ireland continue to have a reputation for world-leading
food standards and safety.

Details of the management of, and communications associated with, food
incidents and alerts are contained in the 'Protocol on Incident Handling'
(Annex C). Both organisations agree to follow the guidance set out in the
protocol and to cooperate and work collaboratively with each other to ensure
a robust response to all food and feed safety incidents and where necessary,
the review of such incidents.
Where food or feed products pose (or may pose) a risk to consumers, the
Agency and the Authority agree to facilitate appropriate food or feed 3 control
measures, in line with the guidance contained in the Protocol on Incident
Handling.
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Cross border shellfish matters in Lough Foyle and Carlingford Lough The Agency and the Authority agree to work in partnership and share
information in relation to the official controls carried out within Lough Foyle
and Carlingford Lough4•

2

See footnote I regarding the enforcement offeed legislation.
Control measures for feed are the responsibility of the Department of Agriculture, Food and the
Marine. The Authority will work the Department in relation to feed incidents which could give rise to
consumer health issues.
4
The Authority has an MoU with the Loughs Agency and will engage with both agencies to ensure the
protection of consumers' health and interests.
3

7

Where there are any changes proposed to the official control monitoring
programmes in either laugh, both organisations agree to consult with the other
body in advance of implementation, where possible.
Both organisations agree to ensure that the other is notified, at the earliest
possible opportunity, of any official control sample result that exceeds EU
regulatory limits. Such exceedances may require the production area to be
closed for harvesting or may affect a classification in either laugh.
Both organisations agree to share any intelligence or information that
becomes available relating to the Illegal movement of stock from either rough
during harvesting restriction periods.
Both organisations agree to work collaboratively In reviewing the sanitary
surveys of Lough Foyle and Carlfngford Lough.

Costs

Each body will be expected to cover minor costs associated with collaborative
activities between the two organisations.
Where one organisation incurs significant cost(s) in order to provide either
goods or services which benefit the other, the benefitting body will contribute
to such costs, associated with those goods or services, providing they have
been agreed in advance by both parties.

[}

Review and Dispute Resolution

Both the Agency and the Authority agree to meet and review the following
protocols at least once a year to ensure they remain current, robust and fit for
purpose. The protocols should be amended as required to reflect emerging
trends and other drivers for change:

•
•
•
•

[J

data sharing
communications
Incident handling
public health nutrition

l1
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Where officials are unable to reach agreement on an issue, the following
dispute resolution process will be followed:
a. In the first instance; officials will raise the issue with the relevant head of
departmenVdirector of the functional area for resolution.
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b. Should it not be possible to resolve an issue at head of department/director
of functional area level. the dispute will be raised for discussion / agreement
between the Agency's Director and the Authority's Chief Executive.
Testing

To ensure the Incident Response Protocol is robust, the Agency and the
Authority will jointly develop exercises at least once every three years to test
the resilience of the systems of both organisations. Where the Food
Standards Agency in England and Wales conduct exercises that include
Northern Ireland the Director will liaise with the Chief Executive to include a
system check both north and south on the island of Ireland as well as the
systems east and west between the two islands.
The emphasis of the resilience exercises will be to test the arrangements set
out in the protocol to provide assurance that there is effective co-ordination
between the two organisations. They will aim to provide assurance that
consumer safety on the island of Ireland and across the rest of the UK has not
been compromised.

Duration
It is agreed that this MoU will remain in force for a period of five years from
the date of signature, with the operational effectiveness being reviewed on an
annual basis.
In the achievement of the objectives of this MoU, the Agency and the
Authority will work within the resources available to each party.
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Annex A - Protocol on Data Sharing
PARTIES

Food Safety Authority of Ireland ("FSAI") with an address at The Exchange,
George's Dock, IFSC, D01 P2V6, Dublin 1, and
Food Standards Agency in Northern Ireland with an address at 10A-10C,
Clarendon Road, Belfast BT1 38G,
each a "Party" and together the "Parties".
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BACKGROUND
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The Data Discloser agrees to share the Personal Data with the Data Receiver
in the European Economic Area ("EEAj on tenns set out in this
Agreement.
The Data Receiver agrees to use the Personal Data within the EEA on the terms
set out in this Agreement.
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This is a free-standing agreement that does not incorporate commercial
business tenns established by the Parties under separate commercial
arrangements.

AGREED TERMS
1. INTERPRETATION

The following definitions and rules of interpretation apply in this
Agreement.
1.1 Definitions:

I:

"Agreed Purpose" has the meaning given to it in Clause 2 of this
Agreement;
"Agreement" means this agreement which is a free-standing
document that does not incorporate commercial business terms
established by the Parties under separate commercial
arrangements;

Ii
I

J

I'

"Business Day• means a day other than a Saturday, Sunday or
public holiday In Ireland when banks In Dublin are open for
business;
"Commencement Date" has the meaning given at the beginning
of the Agreement;
"Data Discloser" means the Party that is disclosing the Shared
Personal Data to the Data Receiver;
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•Data Protection Authorityh means the relevant data protection
authority in the territories where the Parties to this Agreement are
established;

D

"Data Protection Legislation" means the Irish Data Protection
Acts 1988 and 2003 (the "Acts"), the European Communities
(Electronic Communications Networks & Services) (Privacy &
Electronic Communications) Regulations 2011, the General Data
Protection Regulation (Regulation (EU) 2016/679) (the "GOPR"),
the EU ePrivacy Directive 2002/58/EC (as amended) (the
"ePrivacy Directive"), any successor or replacement to those
laws (including, when they come into force, and the successor to
the ePrivacy Directive); and all other industry guidelines (whether
statutory or non-statutory) or applicable codes of practice and
guidance notes issued from time to time by the Irish Data
Protection Commissioner relating to the Processing of Personal
Data or privacy;

lJ

"Data Recipient" means the Party that is receiving the Shared
Personal Data from the Data Discloser;

D

..Data Security Breach" means a breach of security leading to
the accidental or unlawful destruction, loss, alteration,
unauthorised disclosure of, or access to the Shared Personal
Data;

[]

[]

D

D
D

"Shared Personal Data" means the Personal Data shared, and
to be shared, between the Parties pursuant to Clause 4 of this
Agreement;

D

"Subject Access Request" has the meaning given in Section 4
of the Data Protection Acts 1988 and 2003; and
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"Term" means from the Commencement Date to 21 September
2018.

1.2 "Data Controller•, "Data Processor", "Data Subject", "Personal
Data", "Sensitive Personal Data", "Processing" and
"appropriate technical and organisational measures" shall
have the meanings given to them in the CPA.
1.3 Clause, schedule and paragraph headings shall not affect the
interpretation of this Agreement.
1.4 The schedules form part of this Agreement and shall have effect as
if set out in full in the body of this Agreement. Any reference to
this Agreement includes the schedules.
1.5 Unless the context otherwise, requires, words in the singular shall
include the plural and in the plural shall include the singular.
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1.6 A reference to a statue or statutory provision shall include all
subordinate legislation made from time to time under that statute
or statutory provision.
1.7 References to clauses and Schedules are to the clauses and
Schedules of this agreement and references to paragraphs are to
paragraphs of the relevant Schedule.
1.8 Any words following the terms including, include, in particular or for
example or any similar phrase shall be construed as Illustrative
and shall not limit the generality of the related general words.
1.9 In the case of any ambiguity between any provision contained in the
body of this agreement and any provision contained in the
Schedules or appendices, the provision in the body of this
agreement shall take precedence.
1.10 A reference to wrHing or written includes fax and email.
1.11 Unless the context otherwise requires the reference to one gender
shall include a reference to the other genders.

2.

PURPOSE

1·
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2.1 This Agreement sets out the framework for the sharing of Personal
Data between the Parties as Data Controllers. It defines the
principles and procedures that the Parties shall adhere to and the
responsibilities the Parties owe to each other.

f]

2.2

Il

The Parties consider this data sharing initiative necessary as
sharing of this type of information will enable both parties to
successfully perform their core functions, enabling intelligence
and enforcement activity which will prevent and detect crime, as
further outlined in Appendix 1. The aim of the data sharing
initiative is to facilitate the sharing of information and Intelligence
between regulatory organisations to ensure that public health and
public interests are protected in the area of food safety,
authenticity and hygiene, as further described in Appendix 1.

2.3 The Parties agree to only Process Shared Personal Data, as
described in 4.1 and 4.2 for the following purposes:
to investigate the commission or alleged commission of a crime;
to successfully perform their core functions, enabling intelligence
and enforcement activity which will prevent and detect
crime; and
to ensure that public health and public interests are protected in
the area of food safety, authenticity and hygiene.
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2.4

The Parties shall not Process Shared Personal Data in a way that
is incompatible with the purposes described in this Clause 2 (the

"Agreed Purpose").

D

2.5

D

0

(a) Data Discloser Single Point of Contact - John Coady, Chief
Audit and Investigations Manager, jcoady@fsai.ie, office
01 8171373, mobile 087 2483182

D

(b) Data Receiver Single Point of Contact Ed McDonald, Food
Fraud
Liaison
Officer,
ed .mcdonald@foodstandards.qsi.gov.uk,
office
02890417754, mobile 07771840370

D
D
D

3. COMPLIANCE WITH NATIONAL DATA PROTECTION LAWS
Each Party must ensure compliance with the Data Protection Legislation at all
times during the Term of this Agreement 4. SHARED PERSONAL DATA
4.1 The types of Personal Data that may be shared between the Parties
during the Term of this Agreement includes, without limitation:
name, personal address, business address, vehicle registration,
date of birth, nationality, PPS number, phone contact numbers,
occupation and internet profiles/social media contact details.

[]

0

4.2 The following types of Sensitive Personal Data may be shared
between the Parties during the Term of this Agreement: the
commission or alleged commission by them of any offence; and
any proceedings for any offence committed or alleged to have
been committed by them, the disposal of such proceedings or the
sentence of any court in such proceedings.

D

0
D

5.

FAIR AND LAWFUL PROCESSING
Each Party shall ensure that it processes the Shared Personal Data fairly
and lawfully in accordance with the Data Protection Legislation during
the Term of this Agreement.

D
[]

6.

DATA SUBJECTS' RIGHTS
6.1

D

J

J
J

Each Party shall appoint a single point of contact (the "SPoC")
who will work together to reach an agreement with regards to any
issues arising from the data sharing and to actively Improve the
effectiveness of the data sharing initiative. The points of contact
for each of the parties are:

Data Subjects have the right to obtain certain information about
the Processing of their Personal Data through a Subject Access
Requesl In circumstances where the Processing of a Data
Subject's Personal Data is not in compliance with the Data
Protection Legislation. Data Subjects may also request
rectification, erasure or blocking of their Personal Data.

13
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6.2

SPoCs are responsible for maintaining a record of individual
requests for information, the decisions made and any information
that was exchanged. Records must include copies of the request
for information, details of the data accessed and shared and
where relevant, notes of any meeting, correspondence or phone
calls relating to the request.

6.3 The Parties agree to provide reasonable assistance as is necessary
to each other to enable them to comply with Subject Access
Requests and to respond to any other queries or complaints from
Data Subjects.

7.

DATA RETENTION AND DELETION
7 .1

7.2

The Data Receiver shall not retain or process Shared Personal
Data for longer than is necessary to carry out the Agreed
Purposes.
Notwithstanding Clause 7.1 , the Parties shall continue to retain
Shared Personal Data In accordance with any applicable
statutory or professional retention periods applicable.

7 .3 The Data Receiver shall ensure that any Shared Personal Data are
returned to the Data Discloser or destroyed in accordance with
the instructions of the Data Discloser in the following
circumstances:
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on termination of the Agreement;

f I

on expiry of the Term of the Agreement;

t!

once Processing of the Shared Personal Data is no longer
necessary for the purposes it was originally shared for, as
set out in Clause2.3.
7 .4 Following the deletion of Shared Personal Data in accordance with
7.3, the Data Receiver shall notify the Data Discloser that the
Shared Personal Data In question has been deleted in
accordance with the Data Discloser's Instructions.

8.

TRANSFERS
8.1

I
I

For the purposes of this Clause 8, transfers of Personal Data shall
mean any sharing of Personal Data by the Data Receiver wtth a
third party. and shall include, but Is not limited to, the following:

I
I•

I

j

:

I I

storing Shared Personal Data on servers outside the EEA;
subcontracting the Processing of Shared Personal Data to data
processors located outside the EEA; and/or
granting third parties located outside the EEA access rights to the
Shared Personal Data.
14
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8.2

9.

D
D

0

The Data Receiver shall not disclose or transfer the Shared
Personal Data to a third party data controller located outside the
EEA unless it complies with the Data Protection Legislation.

SECURITY AND TRAINING
9.1

The Data Discloser shall only provide the Shared Personal Data
to the Data Receiver by using secure methods as agreed.

9.2

Data will be shared and stored according to its protective marking,
using secured email channels as required. Formal intelligence
reports should be stored on a secure platform.

9.3

Having regard to the state of technological development and the
cost of implementing such measures, the Parties have in place
appropriate technical and organisational security measures in
order to:

D

prevent:

[!

unauthorised or unlawful Processing of the Shared
Personal Data; and

0

the accidental loss or destruction of, or damage to, the
Shared Personal Data

Q

9.4

Ensure a level of security appropriate to:

0

the harm that might result from such unauthorised or unlawful
Processing or accidental loss, destruction or damage; and

[l

the nature of the Shared Personal Data to be protected.
9.5 It is the responsibility of each Party to ensure that its staff members
are appropriately trained to handle and process the Shared
Personal Data in accordance with these technical and
organisational security measures together with any other Data
Protection Legislation and guidance.
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10.

The level, content and regularity of training referred to in Clause
9.3 shall be proportionate to the staff members' role, responsibility
and frequency with respect to their handling and Processing of
the Shared Personal Data.

DATA SECURITY BREACHES AND REPORTING PROCEDURES
10.1 Having considered the Data Protection Legislation and guidance,
the Parties have in place their own guidance that must be followed
in the event of a Data Security Breach.
10.2 The Parties are under a strict obligation to notify any potential or
actual losses of the Shared Personal Data to each and every
SPoC as soon as possible and, in any event, within 24 hours of

15

identification of any potential or actual loss to enable the Parties
to consider what action is required in order to resolve the issue in
accordance with the Data Protection Legislation and guidance.
10.3 Clause 10.1 also applies to any breaches of security which may
compromise the security of the Shared Personal Data.
The Parties agree to provide reasonable assistance as is necessary to
each other to faci6tate the handling of any Data Security Breach
in an expeditious and compliant manner.
11.

REVIEW AND TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT
Each Party reserves Its rights to Inspect the other party's arrangements
for the Processing of Shared Personal Data and to suspend or terminate
the Agreement where It considers that the other Party Is not Processing
the Shared Personal Data in accordance with this Agreement.

12. RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES WITH DATA SUBJECTS OR THE DATA
PROTECTION AUTHORITY
In the event of a dispute or claim brought by a data subject or the Data
Protection Authority concerning the Processing of Shared Personal Data
against either or both Parties, the Parties will inform each other about
any such disputes or claims, and will cooperate with a view to settling
them amicably in a timely fashion.
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13.

WARRANTIES

11

13.1 Each Party warrants and undertakes that it will:
Process the Shared Personal Data in compliance with all
applicable laws, enactments, regulations, orders,
standards and other similar instruments that apply to its
Personal Data Processing operations.
Respond within a reasonable time and as far as reasonably
possible to enquiries from the relevant Data Protection
Authority in relation to the Shared Personal Data.
Respond to Subject Access Requests in accordance with the
Data Protection Legislation.
Where applicable, maintain registration with all relevant Data
Protection Authorities to process all Shared Personal Data
for the Agreed Purpose.
Take all appropriate steps to ensure compliance with the security
measures set out in Clause 9.
13.2 The Data Receiver warrants and undertakes that it will not disclose
or transfer the Shared Personal Data to a third-party data
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controller located outside the EEA unless it complies with the
Data Protection Legislation.
13.3 Except as expressly stated in this Agreement, all warranties,
conditions and terms, whether express or implied by statute,
common law or otherwise are hereby excluded to the extent
permitted by law.

14. ALLOCATION OF COST
Each party shall perform its obligations under this Agreement at its own
cost.

15. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
15.1 Neither Party excludes or limits liability to the other Party for:

D

fraud or fraudulent misrepresentation;

D

death or personal injury caused by negligence; or
any matter for which It would be unlawful for the parties to exclude
liability.

0
0
0

15.2 Subject to Clause 15.1, neither Party shall in any circumstances
be liable whether in contract, tort {including for negligence and
breach of statutory duty howsoever arising), misrepresentation
(whether innocent or negligent), restitution or otherwise, for:
any loss (whether direct or indirect) of profits, business, business
opportunities, revenue, turnover, reputation or goodwill;

D

loss {whether direct or indirect) of anticipated savings or wasted
expenditure (including management time); or

0

any loss or liability (whether direct or indirect) under or in relation
to any other contract

D

15.3 Clause 15.2 shall not prevent claims, for:
direct financial loss that are not excluded under any of the
categories set out in Clause 15.2; or

D

tangible property or physical damage.

0

16.

VARIATION
No variation of this Agreement shall be effective unless it is in writing
and signed by the Parties (or their authorised representatives).

D
17.

WAIVER
No failure or delay by a party to exercise any right or remedy provided
under this Agreement or by law shall constitute a waiver of that or any
17
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other right or remedy, nor shall it prevent or restrict the further exercise
of that or any other right or remedy. No single or partial exercise of such
right or remedy shall prevent or restrict the further exercise of that or any
other right or remedy.

18.

l:

SEVERANCE

j I

L

18.1 If any provision or part-provision of this Agreement is or becomes
invalid. illegal or unenforceable, it shall be deemed modified to
the minimum extent necessary to make it valid, legal and
enforceable. If such modification is not possible, the relevant
provision or part-provision shall be deemed deleted. Any
modification to or deletion of a provision or part-provision under
this clause shall not affect the validity and enforceability of the rest
of this Agreement.
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18.2

19.

If one Party gives notice to the other of the possibility that any
provision or part-provision of this Agreement is invalid, illegal or
unenforceable, the Parties shall negotiate in good faith to amend
such provision so that, as amended, it Is legal, valid and
enforceable, and, to the greatest extent possible, achieves the
intended commercial result of the original provision.

I1

f}

CHANGES TO THE APPLICABLE LAW

i

In case the applicable data protection and ancillary laws change in a way
that the Agreement is no longer adequate for the purpose of governing
lawful data sharing exercises, the Parties agree that the SPoCs will
negotiate in good faith to review the Agreement in light of the new
legislation.

20.

NO PARTNERSHIP OR AGENCY
20.1

Nothing in this Agreement is Intended to. or shall be deemed to,
establish any partnership or joint venture between any of the
Parties, constitute any party the agent of another Party, or
authorise any Party to make or enter into any commitments for or
on behalf of any other Party.
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20.2

Each Party confirms it is acting on its own behalf and not for the
benefit of any other person.
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21.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT
21.1

21.2

This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the
Parties and supersedes and extinguishes all previous
agreements, promises, assurances, warranties. representations
and understandings between them, whether written or oral,
relating to Its subject matter.
Each Party acknowledges that in entering into this Agreement it
does not rely on, and shall have no remedies in respect of any
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statement, representation, assurance or warranty (whether made
innocently or negligently) that is not set out in this Agreement.

21.3 Each Party agrees that it shall have no claim for innocent or
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negligent misrepresentation or negligent misrepresentation
based on any statement in this Agreement.

22.

At its own expense, each Party shall, and shall use all reasonable
endeavours to procure that any necessary third party shall, promptly
execute and deliver such documents and perform such acts as may
reasonably be required for the purpose of giving full effect to this
Agreement.
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FORCE MAJEURE
Neither Party shall be in breach of this Agreement nor liable for delay in
performing, or failure to perform, any of its obligations under this
Agreement if such delay or failure result from events, circumstances or
causes beyond its reasonable control. In such circumstances the time
for performance shall be extended by a period equivalent to the period
during which performance of the obligation has been delayed or failed to
be performed. If the period of delay or non-performance continues for
twelve (12) weeks, the Party not affected may terminate this Agreement
by giving seven 7 days' written notice to the affected Party.
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FURTHER ASSURANCE

24.

RIGHTS AND REMEDIES
The rights and remedies provided under this Agreement are in addition
to, and not exclusive of, any rights or remedies provided by law.

25

NOTICE

25.1

Any notice or other communication given to a Party under or in
connection with this Agreement shall be in writing, addressed to
the SPoCs and shall be:
delivered by hand or by registered post or other next working day
delivery service at its principal place of business; or
sent by email to the SPoC.

25.2 Any notice or communication shall be deemed to have been
received:

if delivered by hand, on signature of a delivery receipt;
if sent by registered post or other next working day delivery
service, at 9.00 am on the second Business Day after
posting; or

19

if sent by email, at 9.00 am on the next Business Day after
transmission.
25.3

26

This clause does not apply to the service of any proceedings or
other documents in any legal action or, where applicable, any
arbitration or other method of dispute resolution.
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GOVERNING LAW

t'

This Agreement and any dispute or claim (including non-contractual
disputes or claims) arising out of or in connection with it or its subject
matter or formation shall be governed by and construed in accordance
with the law of Ireland.
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JURISDICTION
Each Party irrevocably agrees that the courts of Ireland shall have
exclusive jurisdiction to settle any dispute or claim (including noncontractual disputes or claims) arising out of or in connection with this
Agreement or its subject matter or formation.

This has been entered into on the date stated at the beginning of it.
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Annex B - Communications Protocol
The Agency and the Authority will collaborate on communications especially
where it is necessary to provide clarity and avoid consumer confusion. They
will involve each other in the development of planned announcements, where
activity will have a direct impact for the other organisation or consumers in the
other jurisdiction. Both organisations agree to collaborate with one another to
ensure a 'no surprise approach' to external communications.
The Agency and the Authority will ensure that the other body receives:
•
•

drafts of any planned publications with specific implications for either
organisation three days In advance, wherever this is possible; and
drafts of any announcements including press releases and web stories
with specific implications for either body approximately 24 hours before
they are released to the media, where practicable or otherwise as soon
as possible.

The Agency and the Authority will respect the confidentiality of any documents
shared in advance of publication and will not cause the content of those
documents to be made public ahead of the planned publication date.
Details of specific communications relating to the management of incidents
are contained in the incidents protocol.
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Annex C - Protocol on Food Incidents Handling

1. INTRODUCTION

rJ

The purpose of this Protocol is to formalise arrangements for co--operation
between the Authority and the Agency (known collectively as 'the
organisations), In relation to food incidents. Definitions and classifications of
food incidents are detailed in the FSA's Incident Management Plan for NonRoutine lncidents5, and the FSAI Code of Practice 5 on Food Incidents and
Food Alerts6 , see Appendix 1.
The scope of this Protocol includes incidents which arise and are managed as
part of, or as a result of, food fraud or food crime investigations by either
body. It does not include arrangements between the Agency and the Authority
regarding intelligence sharing - those arrangements are laid out in Annex A to
the MoU between the organisations.

By adopting this Protocol the organisations agree:
•

To co-operate and work closely In order to ensure the effective management
of food Incidents in either I both jurisdictions where consumers are placed
at risk from a food product which was produced / processed in, or distributed
from the other jurisdictfon;

•

To facilitate the initiation of appropriate food safety control measures as
necessary within each jurisdiction where food products which pose a risk to
consumers may have been placed on the market in either / both
jurisdictions;

•

To facilitate, where appropriate, the initiation of joint action to control food
hazards where consumers in either jurisdiction may be or have already been
placed at risk;

•

To co-operate in the management offood incidents that may pose a risk to
the consumer in the other jurisdiction;

•

f.1

To co-operate in the management of food incidents which are notified to
either organisation outside normal working hours and which may pose a risk
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to the consumer in either/both jurisdictions;

5

https://www.food.gov. uk/sltes/defaultlfiles/FSA%20Incldent%20Management%20Plan.pdf
6
file://IC:JUsers/RWatson/Downk>ads/COP%205%2D2017%20FINAL.pdf
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•

To identify and share relevant information and contact details between the
organisations.

2. EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION

CONCERNING

FOOD

INCIDENTS

IMPACTING ON BOTH JURISDICTIONS

Notification
Both parties agree to ensure that the other is notified at the earliest opportunity
of the details of any food incident / potential food incident which may affect the
other or both jurisdictions and where there may be a risk / potential risk to
consumers.

Routine incidents
Where food incidents which Impact, or which may impact both jurisdictions are
deemed to be routine In nature, all communication, from notification through to
closure, will be through operational level colleagues in the respective Food
Incident Teams. Correspondence between the Authority and the Agency in
Northern Ireland will primarily be via email, followed by formal communication
through the RASFF system. Correspondence between the Authority and the
Agency in England and in Wales will primarily be through the RASFF system.
Communications relating to food fraud or food crime will be through the
Agency's Food Crime Liaison Officer and the Authority's Audit and Investigation

0

Division.

(]

Escalation of routine incidents
Where routine food incidents which impact, or which may impact both

D

jurisdictions are escalated and re-classified as non-routine, senior management
colleagues in the escalating body will inform their counterparts in the other

0

jurisdiction, providing the position on the incident and the reason for escalation.
This will be underpinned by continued communication between operational

Li

colleagues in the organisations.
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Nan-routine incidents
Where food incidents which impact, or which may impact both jurisdictions are

I

classified at the outset as non-routine, senior management colleagues in the

I

l

notifying agency will contact their counterparts In the other jurisdiction at the

J

t .,

I .

earliest opportunity, providing an outline of the incident, the revel it is being

I,

classified at, and the reason for the classification. Operational level
communication will be initiated as appropriate by operational colleagues in the

I~

Food Incident Teams (see above). Communicatfons relating to food fraud or
food crime will be through the Agency's Food Crime Llsiaon Officer and the

f:

Aurhority's Audit and Investigation Division.

1•

Out of hours communication
Both organisations operate on-call rotas to allow the effective management of
incidents that occur outside of normal working hours in their jurisdictions. Where

.'

I,

incidents occurring outside normal working hours have the potential to affect
consumers in both jurisdictions, communication will be as outlined in Appendix

2.

1:

I!

Joint Investigation
Where appropriate, the organisations agree to co-operate and share
Information as far as possible in the Investigation of any food incidents where

11
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consumers have been or may be placed at risk. Where this relates to protecting

l

public health by removing unsafe food from the market, correspondence will be
via the Food Incident Teams. Where this relates to wider investigations
concerning food fraud or food crime, correspondence will be primarily through
the following points unless otherwise indicated on a case by case basis (See
Appendix 4 for details). Any food fraud or food crime matter specific to a Wales
or Northern Ireland should be copied to the National Food Crime Unit (NFCU)
for corporate recording.
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Northern Ireland: Food Crime Liaison Officer
England: National Food Crime Unit
Wales: Welsh Food Fraud Co-ordination Unit
Republic of Ireland: Audit and Investigations Division
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Liaison with other organisations
On occasion, information held by the Department of Agriculture, Food and the

D

Marine (DAFM) is required by the Agency to ensure public health with respect
to animal feed 7, or is of assistance to the Agency during the course of their

0

investigations. Requests for information from the Agency to OAFM will be
routed through the Authority.

Q
The organisations agree to co-operate and share information as far as possible

[J

with both An Garda Slochana and the relevant police forces in the UK in respect
of any food-related investigations for which those organisations are the lead.

[!

This includes, for example, incidents involving malicious tampering.

D

Publications concerning food incidents
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The organisations agree to subscribe to each other's notification systems for
food alerts8• Where the Agency or the Authority publishes a food alert. each will
provide the other party with known information on distribution to the other
jurisdiction. In addition, nominated staff of both parties will subscribe to the
others text messaging service for food alerts.

The organisations agree to copy RASFF notifications which impact on the other
jurisdiction to each other.

The organisations agree to ensure that any press releases or media
announcements concerning food incidents that impact on each other's
jurisdictions are shared with the other party in advance of issue.

7

The Agency is the UK's Central Competent Authority for matters of food and feed safety.
The Central Competent Authority in the Republic of Ireland for feed safety is the Department
of Agriculture, Food and the Marine. Notification of feed safety Issues originating In the
Republic of Ireland that Impact on feed safety in the UK are routed through the Department of
Agriculture, Environment and Rural Affairs in Northern Ireland, and the Department of
Environment, Food and Rural Affairs in GB.
• The Agency uses the following food alerts: Product RecaU lnfom,atJon Notice (PRIN),
Allergy Alert (AA) and Food Alert For Action (FAFA).
The Authority uses the following food alerts: Food Alert Category 1, Food Alert Category 2,
Food Allergen Alert
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Use of EU Systems

The Agency and the Authority are the respective National Contact Points for
the EU's Rapid Alert for System for Food and Feed (RASFF) and the EU
Administrative Assistance and Co•operation System (AAC). The AAC system
is split into fraud and non-fraud sections

Where food incidents have the potential to affect public health in each other's
jurisdictions, the organisations will formally notify each other of relevant details

[:

via the RASFF system.

I'
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Information in scope of the AAC system (non•fraud) that impacts on the other
jurisdiction will be shared by the organisations by email to the following points
as applicable:
FSA England: foodincidents@food.gov.uk
FSA in NI: incidents.ni@food.gov.uk
FSA In Wales: wafes.foodincidents@food.qov.uk
FSAI: cross-countryfoodcomplaints@fsai.ie
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Information in the scope of the AAC system (fraud) that impacts on the other
jurisdiction will be shared by the organisations through the web portals
associated with that system.
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3. LIAISION ARRANGEMENTS

I 1

I
Contact Details

Both parties agree to exchange and update as necessary key contact details
(including out of hours contacts) of staff members in each agency with
responsibility for notification and management of food incidents (Appendices 3
and 4). The contact details will be formally updated at least in June and
December of each year.

Uaison meetings
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The organisations agree to regular meetings being held between the Food

0
0

incidents. Liaison meetings will be held at feast annually or more often if

Incidents Teams in both organisations to discuss matters relating to food

required or if requested by either party. The venue for the meeting will alternate.

4. REVIEW

D
The organisations agree to periodically review the effectiveness of
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arrangements for dealing with food incidents and assess the need for further
guidance in this area. In any event a review will be undertaken at least annually.
Notwithstanding this, where there have been changes within the Agency or the
Authority that impact on this Protocol, these changes should be communicated
to the other jurisdiction without undue delay.

5. TERMS OF AGREEMENT

This Protocol does not create any legally binding obligations for any party.

The arrangements are to work in conjunction with the provisions of Regulation
(EC) No. 178/2002 in relation to General Requirements of Food Law, and

D
D

Regulation (EC) No 882/2004 relating to administrative assistance in the official
control of foodstuffs between member states.
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APPENDIX 1- FOOD INCIDENTS DEFINITIONS AND CLASSIFICATIONS

The Agency
Definition of
an incident

Classification
of an incident

The Authority

Any event where, based on the information available, there are
concerns about actual or suspected threats to the safety, quality
or integrity of food and/or feed that could require intervention to
protect consumers' interests.

Routine: incidents which are dealt with at the operational level
using everyday resources and procedures. They make up the
majority of incidents dealt with by the FSA. They may involve
evidence of illness, impact on vulnerable groups and breaches of
statutory limits. They also include incidents such as barn fires or
oil spills that have an actual or potential impact on food and feed.
In some cases the public or media are likely to express some
concern.
Non-routine (3 levels)
Serious: incidents which cannot be dealt with using everyday

resources and procedures and reaulre decision makina and
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The circumstances surrounding the identification of a
hazard which poses a risk to health and can be considered
as (but not exclusively):
- An event which has potentially harmful implications to
the public resulting from the consumption of food;
- The identification of contaminated foodstuff, that if
consumed may lead to illness;
- The identification of serious human illness that may be
linked to contaminated food;
- The identification of unhygienic practices in a food
business of such a degree as to present an immediate
danger to consumers' health;
- The identification of irregular or Illegal practices in any
food business or in the distribution network that could
pose a threat to consumers' health;
- Biological or chemical contamination resulting from
deliberate tampering or a terrorist event.
Extract from the FSAI Crisis Plan
1. Routine (Level 1): Incidents involving limited food
distribution and/or low risk characteristics which are likely
to be short-term and easy to control by one or more official
agency.
2. Major (Level 2): Incidents involving medium to high risk
characteristics and the likelihood of wider food distribution.
More than one official agency and the FSAI are involved in
managing the investigation and control measures. There is
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The Agency

The Authority

resource allocation to be-made at a higher level. These incidents
may be localised but potentially serious, for example, large-scale
contamination of food production at a single facility which has a
potential or actual public health impact.

the potential for some disruption to normal activities as
resources are diverted to deal with the incident.

Severe: incidents which require Strategic level input and support
by the invocation of the Strategic Incident Oversight Group
(SIOG). Incidents of this type require significant crossdepartmental collaboration and communications strategy and are
often longer in duration and have significant impact on resources.

Major: incidents of such significance they require a Central

Government coordinated response. Depending on the nature of
the incident the FSA may assume various responsibilities
including acting as the Lead Government Department. An
example would be a nationwide outbreak of a food-borne E. coli
infection posing a high risk to public health. The E. coli outbreak
in Germany in 2009 is an example of this.
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3. Crisis (Level 3): Incidents which have high risk
characteristics and likely involve wide scale food
distribution or are of such circumstances as making it
necessary to consider them in the same way. The capacity
to control the incident is beyond the normal capabilities of
the FSAI and official agencies and there is the potential for
significant disruption to routine work activities. There is the
likelihood that the incident will take some time to control
and will need extra resources allocated to deal with it.
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APPENDIX 2 - OUT OF HOURS COMMUNICATION

I:

For Northern Ireland: Incidents where the response is being led by the Authority

1•

that affect, or may affect consumers in Northern lreland will be notified to FSA in NI
to be communicated via email to incidents.ni@food.gov.uk and brought to the

p

attention of the on-call officer on 00447884 473 022.

For Wales: Incidents where the response is being led by the Authority that affect, or

may affect consumers in Wales will be notified to FSA Wales via email to

I:
rl

wales.foodincidents@food.gov.uk and brought to the attention of the on-call officer
on 00447789 926573.

11

For England: lncrdents where the response is being led by the Authority that affect,

Il

or may affect consumers in England to be communicated via email to
foodincidents@food.qov.uk and brought to the attention of the on-call officer on 020

[ J

7276 8668.

I1
For Republic of Ireland: Incidents where the response is being led by the Agency

that affect, or may affect consumers in the Republic of Ireland to be to be
communicated via email to foodincidents@fsai.ie and brought to the attention of the

11

on-call officer on 00353 .1 6856555 (FSAI Emergency Number).

ll

The above also applies to incidents notified during working hours, where actions to

l1

protect public health are necessary out-with working hours.

I!

Where the incident is classified as routine, communication will be by email through

I,

the above channels, underpinned by telephone calls as considered appropriate,

I
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depending on the complexity of the incident.
I I

Where the incident Is classified as non-routine (either through initial classification

I

processes or by escalation), contact will be also made between senior management

'.

colleagues in the organisations.
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Annex D - Protocol for Public Health Nutrition
Roles and Responsibilities of the FSAI and the FSA in Public Health Nutrition
Public Health Nutrition at the FSA!
•

•

•

To contribute to the development and implementation of nutrition-related food
law, including representing Ireland's position at European working group
meetings, assessing nutritional products notified to the FSAI and providing
support and risk assessment of food products for enforcement.
o Providing support and advice on a broad range of nutrition-related food
legislation including health claims, food supplements, dietetic foods,
food fortification, nutrition labelling, food allergies and Intolerance, and
novel food.
o On-going development and management of systems for the assessment
of nutritional products notified to the FSAI under food legislation. This
work includes management of the notifications database and
undertaking random surveys of products being m~rketed in Ireland to
assess compliance with food legislation
To contribute to the work of the FSAI In developing scientific opinions, guidance
and advice on nutrition and food safety.
o Acting as part of the scientific secretariat for the FSAI Sub-committee on
Nutrition and other relevant working groups
o Providing expert advice and support on public health nutrition and
relevant aspects of food safety for FSA! staff, the FSAI advice line and
official organrsations
o Development and design of appropriate literature and web updates for
the Authority In relation to public health and nutritional aspects of food
safety and consumer protection.
Coordinate scientific projects relating to nutrition in the area of public health and
food safety.
o Preparation of relevant reports based on best available scientific
evidence on a wide range of public health nutrition issues including
nutrition and allergen labelling, and making available healthier
mainstream food products through reformulation.
o Coordination of the FSAI Scientific Committee and Sub-committees
which develop, advise and rev'tew/ approve scientific reports
o Partnership with national universities including University College,
Dublin and University of Ulster in the form of research, student
placement and lectures.
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Public Health Nutrition at the FSA

r

The delivery of aspects of nutrition and dietary health policy in Northern Ireland is the
responsibility of the FSA. The overall aim of this dietary health policy is to improve
nutrition and health outcomes for consumers by making healthier food choices the
easy choice by making available healthier mainstream food products and improving
consumers' information and understanding.
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The FSA's key role is to lead and develop policies focussing on all sectors of the food
industry and those organisations that can best influence and support them. It also
recognises the importance of consumers' choices. This includes:
•

;l

•
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Encouraging food producers and caterers to reduce the levels of saturated fat.
salt, sugar and calories in food products
Giving the public advice on diet and nutrition and food safety issues

•

The development of nutrition communications materials and campaigns on
food and nutrition aimed at various target audiences

•

The collation and analysis of scientific information to develop the evidence
base to support FSA in NI work.
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Aims of Collaboration
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To develop a protocol for future information sharing ensuring a coordinated and
complimentary effort across both organisations
To develop a protocol for on-going collaboration to develop a strong evidence
based and ensure best practice
To ensure a consistent standard for FBOs operating on the island of Ireland.

Mechanisms of Collaboration

•
•
•

Steering group to be established and two - three annual meetings to be held
with clear terms of reference between FSAI and FSA
Regular sharing of workplans, approaches and reports in writing and verbally
both in person and remotely
Where approaches are complementary or overlap joint campaigns, projects,
research and funding may be considered to maximise efficiency.

Key Areas of Collaboration
MenuCal
MenuCal is an online tool first developed by the FSAI to support food business
operators (FBOs) to manage calorie labelling. The opportunity was identified to further
develop MenuCal to support FBOs to manage allergen labelling to comply with EU
1169/2011 and the FSAI and the FSA collaborated to further develop MenuCal in this
regard. The FSA bought a licence to MenuCal and they and the FSAI will continue to
collaborate on MenuCal going forward.
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Allergen labelling
There are 14 categories of allergens that must be declared if used as an ingredient in
either pre-packed or non-pre-packed foods. As per the above, MenuCal has been
developed as a user-friendly tool for FBOs to label their menus accurately with allergen
information.
Calorie menu labelling
This is voluntary practice by FBOs operating in both the Republic of Ireland and
Northern Ireland. In the Republic of Ireland, the FSAI has developed a framework of
best practice principles to support the implementation of calorie menu labelling for food
service businesses. In Northern Ireland, the FSA have developed a voluntary calorie
labelling scheme called 'Caloriewise' to encourage FBOs to put calories on menus.

Product reformulation
In both the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland, the food industry has given
commitments to reformulate their products in terms of salt, sugar, calories and fat. The
FSAI and the FSA are responsible for verifying the reformulation practices. In the
Republic of Ireland, the FSA! has prioritised foods most relevant for healthy eating and
has undertaken work on establishing the evidence-base for setting targets. Work
carried out on reformulation in Northern Ireland aligns with the strategies outlined by
Public Health England which has set targets for reformulation.
Nutrition labelling
All pre-packaged foods are required to provide nutrition information In the prescribed
format as set out in the Food to Consumers (FIC) Regulation (1169/2011). Where the
mandatory nutrition information is declared on the label, certain nutrients may be
repeated in the 'principal field of vision', i.e. the front of pack (FOP). The FSA has
developed guidance for FBOs on the principles of voluntary FOP labelling. Work in the
Republic of Ireland is focused on developing guidance for consumers on how to use
nutrition labelling information to make healthier choices.
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